
EEAZL? Summary of Assessment Tasks: New ll\lilderness Option

Short tasks & activities x4worth 50%

Task 1: written task 1

o What is art?
o What is art history?
o How do you think visual culture relates to art?

Use materialfrom the readings to inform your responses.

At least 500 words: References are not to be included in the word count. You may use images

to support your responses if you wish.

TaSk 2: oraw from the readings and material covered in class to create a digital or

traditional collage that reflects your understanding of what visual culture is/can be.

TaSk 3: f mploy the postmodern device of appropriation to create an advertisement.

Appropriate an existing work of art and transform the purpose/meaning/context of the image.

Demonstrate your understanding of how images and contexts may be manipulated for
different uses and contexts. lf you are inspired by Berger, you may wish to experiment with the
subject matter of the nude for this task.

TaSk 4! Presentation of support material including'class notes and responses to activities,

content, references etc.

EEA2l2Major Assignment: New Wilderness wort h 50%

Part 1: Participation/engagement in the NW project

Part 2: Reftective Statement/support material

Provide a reflective statement relating to your participation in the New
Wilderness project

Below are some guiding questions that may be useful:

1. Key concepts explored? Present a brief overview of some of the driving ideas and

possibilities you embraced throughout the process. Explain the relationship of these ideas to
the general understandings of art and visual culture.

z. Methods/approaches/responses? Briefly describe your working processes

throughout the project, noting how research and collaboration influenced your thinking and

subsequent practice? Describe some of the ways you collaborated with others throughout
the process? What impact do you think this had on your conceptual development and your

subsequent response?

3. Presenting and participating? list some of the factors which underpinned your

intentions re the presentation of your work in the space? lf ideal conditions were possible,

how would you have chosen to present your work within a public context?



+. Constraints and considerations? what constraints and considerations were you

confronted with throughout the process of involvement. E.g. spatial, light, sound,

movement, time, specific aesthetic and fiscal considerations etc.

5. What did you 'notice'? what did you notice in terms of audience response to your

wor:k and the work of others in the space? How did people enter and negotiate the space? ln

. what ways did they participate? What factors appeared to influence the way others engaged
in the space, if at all or participated throughout the evening? Would you have changed any

spatial or participatory elements and why? Speculate re how these alterations or
interventions may have altered or disrupted the experience of the viewer/participant?

6. What happened? What didn't happen? Describe and discuss some the
remarkable and non-remarkable things that occurred within the space on the evening. How

did these 'speak'to you and inform your practice?

Possible terms that you may wish to use in your responses:

Subject, object, space, surface, time, memory, nostolgio, optimism, mechanics and politics of
copturing, inclusion, exclusion, intrusion, silence, sound, gaze, scole, repetition, situation,
collaboration, light, offect, poce, continuity, documentotion, porody, appropriation, transformotion,
manipulotion, spectocle, outonomy, structure, performance, product, identificotion, urbon spoce,

representation, civil space, documentation, agency, authority, reguloted space, controlled space,

signs, public spoce, private space, identity, power politics, the grid in art history, surveillance, trope,
participation, the everyday etc.

What is support material?

This will include material in any format that demonstrates your engagement with the
cloud content and with classroom exercises, tasks and lectures.
It must also include your working processes and refinements for the assessment

tasks.

Your support material may be presented in any form that you choose, including a

website, blog or hard copy visual diary etc.
I will be looking for evidence of reading and engagement with the cloud content and

the material covered in class. I will also seek evidence of critical reflection and
connectivity between theory and practice.

It is expected that you will engage with the reading materials in your own time, taking notes
and reflecting on the content and how it relates to your own practice. There are 3 hours of
contact time. Another 6 hours is available per week for you to explore and reflect on the
readings and linked materials.
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Assessor's Comments:


